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Abstract 
This note studies maxima1 elements in dI-domains, especially maxima1 stable functions. First, 
a sufficient condition for a stable function to be maximal is provided. The condition requires 
that the function be total, in the sense that it preserves maximal elements. Examples are then 
given to demonstrate that being total is not necessary for a stable function to be maximal. 
Secondly, a characterization is given for dI-domains for which ‘maximal’ also implies ‘total’. 
Finally, topological properties of maxima1 elements are investigated. dI-domains for which 
maximal is the same as total are those having a certain Hausdorff property. 
1. Introduction 
In [7,9], Girard pointed out that in the category of coherent spaces maxima1 and 
total are different notions in general because they have a different logical complexity. 
He proposed a basic definition for totality: 
If R is a totality candidate for A and S for B then we write R 4 S for the set of 
objects (totality candidates) f of type A + B such that a E R * f(a) E S. 
Recently, there has been some interesting work on totality, including the notion of 
totality using games Cl], totality spaces [lo], topological notions of totality [3], and 
the relationship between maximality and termination [5]. However, the connection 
between totality and maximality remains illusive. This note tries to understand the 
issue from a domain-theoretic point of view. 
We realize that, when studying maximal elements, it is better to use the stable order 
introduced by Berry [4]. Part of the reason is that if one takes the standard pointwise 
order on Scott-continuous functions, even the most well-behaved identities are not 
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necessarily maximal. The identities are maximal, however, with respect o the stable 
order (this fact is also noticed by Girard et al. [9] and Pitts, as mentioned in [6]). 
This note studies maximal elements in the category of dI-domains and stable 
functions. We give a sufficient condition for a stable function to be maximal. The 
condition requires that the function be total, in the sense that it preserves maximal 
elements. Examples are then given to demonstrate that being total is not necessary for 
a stable function to be maximal. We then provide a characterization of stable domains 
for which ‘maximal’ also implies ‘total’. Finally, we recapture maximal elements in 
a topological setting. 
2. Traces 
We briefly review a generalization of the notion of traces from coherent spaces to 
dI-domains. It is a necessary step here because the notion of traces is our main 
technical tool for studying maximal stable functions. For convenience, we use p, 4 for 
complete primes, a, b for isolated elements, and Do, Dp for the collections of isolated 
elements and complete primes of a dI-domain D, respectively. The stable function 
space from D to E is written as [D -t,E]. Readers are referred to [4,11] for dI- 
domains and the stable order, and [2,12] for basic domain-theoretic oncepts used in 
this paper. 
Definition 2.1 (Zhang [ll]). Let f: D +E be a stable function, where D, E are 
dI-domains. Define pf to be a set of pairs (a, p) E Do x EP such that if 
f(a)2p & [Va’ru. f(u’) 7p =3 a = a’]. 
We call the set pfthe trace off: Stable functions have a property that their values 
are totally determined by those at some minimal points. One can then understand 
a pair (a, p) E PJ as saying a is a minimal point for f to assume the value p. 
Theorem 2.1 (Zhang [ll]). Let f;g E [D dsE]. We have 
1. f &,g ifund only ifpf G pg; 
2. Foranyx~D,f(~)=~{p(3ucx.(u,p)~~Lf}; 
3. A set {(uispi) ( i E I> E Do x EP is the truce ofsomefE [D -r,E] ifund only ifit is 
compatible: t’J~““1. {ai(iEJ} t * {pi[iEJ} t, 
minimal: ui t Uj & (pi = pj) * (ai = uj), and 
complete: Vp E EP. pi up 3 3j. pj = p & Ui 2 aj. 
Coherent spaces form a full subcategory of dI-domains. So all the result in this note 
will have obvious corollaries for coherent spaces which will therefore not be stated. 
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3. Maximal stable functions 
Let D be a dI-domain. An element m E D is called maximal if there is no element in 
D bigger than it. In flat domains, everything is maximal except the bottom. Write 
M(D) for the set of maximal elements of D. Clearly, different maximal elements are 
incompatible. If an element a has the property that any complete prime compatible 
with it is dominated by it, then a must be a maximal element, and vice versa. 
Theorem 3.1. Let D, E be dl-domains. A stable function f is maximal in [D -+S E] vit is 
total, i.e., for any m E M(D), we hauef(m) E M(E). 
It should be pointed out that Theorem 2.1 realizes maximal stable functions as 
those whose trace are maximal with respect o set inclusion. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose a stable functionf: D + E maps M(D) to M(E). Let 
g be a stable function such that fang, that is, ~J-G pg by Theorem 2.1. It suffices to 
show that pfuf= pg. Assume (a, p) c pg, and choose m E M(D) with a c m. By Theorem 
2.1, 
f(m) = U{p’l(a’,p’)E~Lf& a’cm). 
For each (a’, p’) E CLf with a’ G m, we have (a’, p’) E pg. Hence, by the compatibility of 
pg, the family ({p> u X) is compatible for any finite subset 
X C {p’I(a’,p’)E ufcf& a’r=m}. 
Consequently, 
P T U{P’l(a’,p’)E~fUf a’ EmI, 
that is, p t f(m). However,f(m) is maximal by assumption, so 
p cU{p’I(a’,p’)Epf& a’ cm}. 
Since p is a complete prime, p E p’ for some p’, with (a’, p’) E uLf and a’ cm. This 
means, by the completeness of pLf, that (b’, p) E pffor some b’ E a’ c m, which is only 
possible when b’ = a because (b’,p) E pg and pg is minimal (cf. Theorem 2.1). There- 
fore, (a, p) E uf and pg c p$ 0 
Now we can see that identities are maximal since they are total. In fact, many other 
familiar functions arising from the category of dI-domains are maximal, by their 
totality property. We have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.1. (1) Identities idp: D --) D are maximal. 
(2) The composition of total functions is maximal. 
(3) Injections ini: Di -+ (Do + DI) (i = 0,l) are maximal. 
(4) Projections ni: Do x D1 + Di (i = 0,l) are maximal. 
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The function curry : (D x E + F) + (D + [E -+ F]) is maximal for coherent spaces 
D, E, F. It sends the trace 
{((a,b),P)l((a,b),p)ECrf) 
of a functionf: D x E + F to the trace 
{(a,{(b,p)})l((a,b),p)E~f}. 
Therefore, it is total since the coherence relation on tokens of the form ((a, b), p) is the 
same as the one of those of the form (a, {(b,p)}). 
At the moment our technique cannot be applied to the function 
upp:(D-+ E)xD-r E 
directly (however, upp is maximal for coherent spaces D, E, F. Observe that its trace is 
{((Ua>P))&P) I a E D”,p E EP}). The difficulty is that we do not know if f(u) is 
maximal or not, assuming f and a are. In the following sections we will develop 
techniques o that we can deal with functions like upp in general. 
4. Example 
Totality is not a necessary condition for a stable function to be maximal. We have 
the following example. 
Example. The lazy natural numbers (see Fig. 1). Let 2 stand for the two-point lattice. 
Then the function fwhich maps all natural numbers 0, 1,2.. . to the top of 2, and the 
rest to the bottom, is clearly maximal with respect to traces. However, f maps the 
maximal element o to the bottom. 
; 
0 
0 
0 
Fig. 1. 
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One hopes that this troublesome domain was an isolated incident and it would not 
arise provided that only ‘normal’ constructions on ‘normal’ domains are used. Not so. 
The following is a list of domains that can cause similar trouble: 
l [w, +,S], where F is the truth-value cpo; 
. co, -wd 
l CbL -GV -4~~ -41; and 
l [2 x 2 -@‘(CD)], where P(o) is the cpo of subsets of natural numbers ordered by 
inclusion. 
The next section explains why they can cause trouble. 
5. Maximum-separable domains 
Motivated from the example of lazy natural numbers we arrive at the following 
definition. Our proof reveals the true logical nature of maximum-separable domains. 
Definition 5.1. A dI-domain D is maximum-separable if 
VmcM(D)3aED”. r(a)nM(D)={m}. 
Informally, we call such an a a separation point for m. These a’s can be regarded 
intuitively as ‘name-tags’ or ‘finite witness’ for maximal elements. If a is a separation 
point for m E M (II), then for any element b E D, either a 7 b, or b G m. One can readily 
see that maximum-separable dI-domains have a countable number of maximal 
elements. The upside down complete binary tree is, therefore, not maximum-separ- 
able. The ‘lazy natural numbers’ example given in the previous section is not max- 
imum-separable because there are no a’s with the required property for o . 
Theorem 5.1. Fix a dl-domain D. Then D is maximum-separable if and only iffor any 
dl-domain E, we have 
fe M(CD +sEl) = Vme M(D). f(m)E M(E). 
This theorem implies that totality and maximality are equivalent for maximum- 
separable domains. 
Proof. Only if: Suppose D is maximum-separable and f E M([D -+SE]). We show that 
for any maximal element m in D,f(m) is maximal in E. We assume that the bottom in 
E is not maximal. Given any m E M(D), there must be a separation point a for m such 
that (a, p ) E pf. Otherwise, one could carefully augment ,& with (a, p) for some p and 
still get a trace back, which would contradict the maximality off: Now let 4 be any 
complete prime compatible with f(m). It can be seen from Theorem 2.1 that 
{(a, q) > u pfremains a trace for some stable function, using the fact that some (a, p) is 
already in pf: The maximality of pf implies that (a, q) E ~1: Therefore, any complete 
prime compatible withf(m) must actually be belowf(m). That meansf(m) E M(E). 
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If: Let m be maximal in D and consider the set 9, whose members are families 
{ t (Ui) 1 i E Z} of principal filters in D such that 
1. t (Ui) fl t (Uj) = 0 if i fj; Und 
2. m # t (Ui) for all i E I. 
If this set is empty, then m is the greatest element of D, so D is maximum-separable. 
Otherwise, the algebraicity of D guarantees that m $ t (a) for some a E Do. Hence 
( t (a)) E 9. The poset B is also inductive, for the union of a directed family in 9 is 
again a member in 9. Using the Axiom of Choice in the form of Zorn’s lemma, we 
obtain a maximal family 9 = { t (bj) I j E J} in 8. Then clearly { (bj, T } 1 j E J} is the 
trace of a unique stable function SE [D -,2]. Now, we can choose a maximal 
function g above f in [D +s2]. 
By assumption, we know that g(m) = T. Therefore, there exists some finite a Grn 
such that (a, T) is in the trace of g. As bj $ m for all j E J, we conclude that a is 
incomparable with all bj, for f is below g in the stable order. 
If D is not maximum-separable, then we can find some m’ maximal in D with 
a cm’ # m. Since t (a) is Scott-open and D is algebraic, we can find some finite b in 
D such that u E b and m 4 f (b) as m’ $ m. Clearly, t (b) n t (bj) = 0 for all j E J, so the 
family 9 u { t (b)) is greater than 8, which is a contradiction. 0 
As finite dI-domains and lattice dI-domains (dI-domains which are also lattices) are 
maximum-separable, the following corollaries are immediate. 
Corollary 5.1. (1) Let D be a finite &-domain. For any dl-domain E, 
f E M([D -+I) e Vm E M(D). f(m) f M(E); 
(2) Let D be a lattice dl-domain. Then for any dl-domain E, 
fe M([D +SE]) o Vm E M(D). f(m) E M(E); 
(3) A function f: wI -qol is maximal if and only if it is total; 
(4) Supposefe M([D +SE]). Zfm E Do n M(D), thenf(m) E M(E). 
Part (4) of the last corollary says that maximal stable functions always map $nite 
maximal elements to maximal elements. The following proposition is easy to justify. 
Proposition 5.1. Let D, E be maximum-separable dl-domains. Then D x E, D + E and 
DI are maximum-separable. 
This proposition concludes that except function space, most other familiar con- 
structions preserve maximum separability. For product, it is actually the case that 
M(D x E) g M(D) x M(E), without assuming maximum separability of D or E. 
By the definition of maximum separability, the dI-domains [o, -#I, [Ok -r,ol], 
C(ol -,2) +8(ol -Q)l, and 112 x 2 -q%‘(o)] are not maximum-separable. This 
means if we take these domains as the source of a stable function space, there is some 
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maximal element in the function space which is not total. Note however that, the 
maximal elements are total in these nonmaximum-separable domains themselves 
because ol, [ol -r,2], 2 x 2 are all maximum-separable. 
6. Topological considerations 
As shown in [ 131, there is no truly topological characterization of stable functions. 
Although stable neighborhoods, as introduced in [13], have the property that a func- 
tion is stable if and only if stable neighborhoods are preserved under the inverse image 
of the function, they do not give rise to a topological space. This is because stable 
neighborhoods are not closed under arbitrary unions. Nevertheless, they are closed 
under disjoint unions. 
For the same reason, there is no truly topological characterization of maximal stable 
functions. But it would still be informative, or even illuminating to consider the 
maximality issue in the topological setting. For that purpose, we introduce the notion 
of a conjunctive open set. 
Definition 6.1. A nonempty Scott open set U of D is called conjunctive if the 
intersection of any two nonempty open subsets of U is always nonempty. We write 
V(D) for the collection of conjunctive Scott open sets of D. 
Clearly, conjunctive sets are closed under finite intersection provided that the 
intersection is nonempty. It is easy to see that any nonempty, open subset of 
a conjunctive set is still conjunctive. It can also be seen that an open set is conjunctive 
if and only if it contains a unique maximal element. Therefore, we can also say that an 
open set is conjunctive if and only if it is directed. 
We can recapture maximum-separable domains in terms of conjunctive open sets. 
Theorem 6.1. A dl-domain D is maximum-separable ifand only ifits maximal elements 
have the Hausdorffproperty with respect to W(D), i.e., 
Vm,#m,~M(D)3U1,U2~%(D). [ml~U1&m2EU2&U1nU2=~]. 
The proof is straightforward; hence, it is omitted. 
It is interesting to note that maximal elements can also be characterized by 
conjunctive open sets. The following result says that an element is maximal exactly 
when it is the least upper bound of a conjunctive open set. 
Theorem 6.2. Let D be a maximum-separable dl-domain. Then m E M(D) if and only if 
HUE%. m= UU. 
We omit the easy proof and proceed to consider how maximal stable functions may 
be determined by topological means, For that purpose we introduce the notion of 
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a nondegenerating subset relation on stable neighborhoods. Recall that a stable 
neighborhood is just a Scott open set generated by a set of pairwise incompatible 
isolated elements. Therefore, any stable neighborhood U can be expressed as 7 (@), 
the upper closure of the set $’ of minimal points of U (which are pairwise incompat- 
ible). 
Definition 6.2. For stable neighborhoods U and V, we call U a nondegenerating 
subset of V if 
U G V and J(U)= J(V). 
When U is a nondegenerating subset of V, we write U< V. 
Although U can be smaller when it is nondegenerating subset of V both U and 
V must contain the same maximal elements. 
Theorem 6.3. Given maximum-separable dl-domains D and E, a stablefunction f : D + E 
is maximal if and only iffor every pair of stable neighborhoods U, V of E, we have 
u<v * f_‘(U)< f -l(v). 
Of course, Theorem 2.7 in [ 133 is implicitly used here to ensure that both f - l(U) 
and f - l(V) are stable neighborhoods. 
Proof of Theorem 6.3. Only $ Easy. 
If: Suppose f: D + E has the property that 
UIV * f-‘(U)-q’(V) 
for any stable neighborhoods U, V of E. By Theorem 3.1, it is enough to show that f is 
total. Let m E M(D). Clearly, m E f - ‘( t (I E)). By Theorem 6.1, there is a stable 
neighborhood Q,, with M(E) E Q. and, moreover, each disjoint component of Q,, is 
conjunctive. We have, therefore, Q,,< t (I E). But this implies 
f -‘(Qo)<f -‘( t (1~)); 
so m Ef -‘(Qo). 
Now, f (m) must be in one of the conjunctive open sets of E. Using the fact that any 
conjunctive subset U of a conjunctive open set V must be a nondegenerating subset of 
V, we conclude that f (m) is maximal, thanks to Theorem 6.2. 0 
7. Conclusion 
Maximum-separability provides an answer to the question ‘when is maximal total’ 
on dI-domains. In particular, functions on natural numbers are maximal exactly when 
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they are ‘total’ in the usual sense of ‘defined everywhere’. If we start from flat domains 
and take the maximal elements to be total, then we can take them as total in arbitrary 
high-order domains as long as a nonmaximum-separable domain does not appear as 
the source of a function space. However, this does not exclude the possibility of finding 
a proper subcategory of maximum-separable dI-domains which is also closed under 
the functions space construction. In fact, it is an interesting research topic to find such 
a category which contains infinite domains. 
It should also be interesting, and perhaps more important, to look into connections 
between totality [l, 3, lo] and maximality in general. An immediate linkage is made 
difficult because in [lo], for example, the notion of totality is primitive, or, given to 
start with, rather than derived from certain domains. We have to leave this issue as 
a topic for further study. 
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